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ABSTRACT 

        Spinning process is a sheet metal forming technology used in the production of the 

symmetrical industrial parts. It is an efficient and inexpensive manufacturing process and has 

been widely used in various applications. In this research, new technique was developed to 

perform three different operations in the same stroke, namely conventional spinning, shear 

spinning (wall thickness reduction) and burnishing processes. This new technique has been 

performed by a new tool which consists of three stages, the first stage consists of two rollers to 

carry out conventional spinning process; the second stage includes two opposite balls to perform 

the process of shear spinning and the last stage comprises another two opposite balls to perform 

the process of burnishing. The burnishing balls differ from the shear balls in which that the 

burnishing balls have a spring behind the balls to decide the required burnishing load. 

Experimental work was conducted and confirmed the success of the presented technique. The 

response of the product quality and required load to process parameters such as rotational speed 

(46,76,150 and 230 rpm), axial feed (0.15,0.3,0.6 and 1.21 mm/rev) and burnishing load (20, 25 

and 30 KN) was checked and clarified. The results showed that, the optimum condition for 

forming load occurred at rotation speed at 150 rpm, axial feed 0.3 rev/mm and burnishing load 

25 KN. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
          In sheet metal forming, a sheet blank 

is deformed, normally, into a three-

dimensional object. The deformation usually 

changes the shape of the part. The surface 

area-to-volume ratio of the starting metal is 

high; thus, this ratio is a useful means to 

distinguish bulk deformation from sheet 

metal processes [1]. Sheet metal operations 

are always performed as cold working 

processes and are usually accomplished 

using a set of tools called a punch and die. 

     The commercial importance of sheet 

metal working is significant. Consider the 
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number of consumer and industrial products 

that include sheet or plate metal parts: 

automobile and truck bodies, airplanes, 

railway cars, locomotives, farm and 

construction equipment, appliances, office 

furniture, and more. Although these 

examples are conspicuous because they have 

sheet metal exteriors, many of their internal 

components are also made of sheet or plate 

stock. Sheet metal parts are generally 

characterized by high strength, good 

dimensional accuracy, good surface finish, 

and relatively low cost [2, 3]. 
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     Metal spinning refers to a group of 

forming processes that allow production of 

hollow, axially symmetric sheet metal 

components. The basic technique of 

spinning, which is common to this group of 

processes, consists of clamping a sheet 

metal blank against a mandrel on a spinning 

lathe, and gradually forming the blank onto 

the mandrel surface by a roller, either in a 

single step or series of steps [4, 5]. 

      Components produced by spinning 

include parts for the automotive and 

aerospace industries, art objects, musical 

instruments and kitchen ware. Some typical 

examples are components for jet engines and 

turbines, radar reflectors, satellite nose 

cones as well as cymbals and domestic 

utensils. The process is capable of forming 

components of diameters ranging from 3mm 

to 10m, and thicknesses of 0.4–25mm [6].  

     The term metal spinning refers to a group 

of three processes: conventional spinning, 

shear spinning and tube spinning. A 

common feature of the three processes is 

that they allow production of hollow, 

rotationally symmetric parts. The main 

difference between the three is apparent in 

the wall thickness of the formed part [7]. 

      In conventional spinning, the wall 

thickness remains nearly constant 

throughout the process, so the final wall 

thickness of the formed part is equal to the 

thickness of the blank. In contrast, the wall 

thickness is reduced in shear spinning and 

tube spinning; in shear spinning, part 

thickness is dictated by the angle between 

the wall of the component and the axis of 

rotation; in tube spinning, the final thickness 

is defined by the increase in length of the 

workpiece. Furthermore, while in 

conventional spinning and tube spinning 

parts can be formed in a single step or 

several steps, in shear spinning, forming is 

done in a single step [8]. 

      Surface modifications as well as surface 

treatments play important role to enhance 

service life of many critical parts of different 

materials that are used for engineering 

applications. Burnishing is a surface 

finishing process which leads to change in 

the surface roughness of the work piece by a 

considerable amount of plastic deformation. 

Along with producing a good surface finish, 

the burnishing process leads to improvement 

in hardness, fatigue life and corrosion 

resistance as result of induced compressive 

residual stress [9, 10]. Surface quality is a 

significant parameter for evaluating 

engineering quality of parts. Burnishing 

process imposes cold working on the part 

surface due to movement and rearrangement 

of surface layers [11]. Burnishing process 

can be typically classified into two 

categories as roll burnishing and ball 

burnishing [12]. Ball burnishing is a surface 

finishing process performed by a sphere that 

rolls over the target surface while applying a 

controlled force. By effect of the exerted 

pressure, the peaks that define the surface 

texture are deformed, thus reducing the scale 

of its topological features [13]. The process 

is known for achieving a triple enhancing 

effect on the surface integrity of different 

materials: a decrease in surface roughness, 

an increase of the surface and subsurface 

layers hardness, and reinforcement of the 

compressive residual stress to a depth of 

nearly 1 mm [14]. Last two decades the 

research in metal spinning and its 

parameters were the point of interest. A lot 

of investigations pointed out that the sheet 

thickness and the blank diameter are the 

main influencing parameters on wrinkling. 

Xia et al. [15] showed that a small sheet 

thickness and a large blank diameter 

increase wrinkling during the spinning 

process. Furthermore, Özer et al. [16] 

conducted that the roller feed rate has a 

significant influence on the spinning result. 

It was shown experimentally that increasing 

the roller feed rate leads to a higher 

tendency to wrinkling. Additionally, 

Kalpakjian and Rajagopal [17] determined 

that wrinkling could be reduced by using a 

larger roller nose radius. The occurrence of 

circumferential cracks essentially depends 

on the blank diameter, the roller feed rate 

and the roller nose radius. Xia et al. [15] 

investigated the single-pass conventional 

spinning of cups made of aluminum and 
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mild steel. It was shown that a larger initial 

blank diameter increases the risk of 

circumferential cracking. In addition, the 

influence of the roller feed rate on cracking 

was analyzed. As a result, it was determined 

that a small roller feed rate leads to a higher 

risk of cracking. Switzner and Henry [18] 

confirmed these results. Moreover, Music et 

al. [4] reported that the risk of cracking 

could be minimized by using a large roller 

nose radius. 

      The effects of the thickness of blank, 

mandrel, roller nose radius, rotation speeds, 

feed of the roller and over-roll thickness on 

the surface roughness of cone shape items 

was investigated by Chen et al. [19]. It was 

concluded that heavy over-roll combine with 

the thinner sheet blank, big roller nose 

radius and slower roller feed are useful for 

get smooth surface roughness. Over-roll of 

the blank in flow spinning is a successful 

way to decrease the surface roughness of the 

part.  

       However, Molladavoudi and 

Djavanroodi [20] Inspected the influence of 

thickness decrease on the mechanical 

properties and spinning accuracy on 

aluminum workpiece. The experimental 

results show that with increase of thickness 

reduction the yield strength, ultimate tensile 

strength, and surface hardness increase, and 

on the other hand, it has opposite effect on 

diameter increase, accuracy of the tube, 

surface roughness, and elongation of tube.  

Burnishing process and its parameters are 

highly affecting the process of metal 

spinning. Therefore, Due to the fact that ball 

burnishing includes such a high amount of 

processing parameters (force, feed, lateral 

pass width, number of passes, ball diameter, 

rotation speed, original surface roughness 

and residual stress, lubrication, ball material, 

etc.), its study is often guided by applying 

experimental design techniques [14]. 

Different materials have been extensively 

studied during the last years. For instance, 

El-Tayeb et al. [21] proved the positive 

results of the process on Alloy Aluminum 

6061 alloy, finding that burnishing speed of 

330 rpm and burnishing force of 212 N can 

improve surface roughness as much as 40%. 

However, an increase in the roller contact 

width leads to less improvement in the 

surface roughness. Meanwhile, roller 

burnishing also enhance the hardness of 

burnished Aluminum Alloy 6061 by 20–

30%. 

      In the area using balls for flow forming 

spinning Abdel-twab et al [22] conducted a 

research on the ability of using balls to 

perform a reduction in a pipe wall thickness 

with inner rips creation, the proposed tool 

conducted the required wall thickness 

reduction and the inner rips too, Abdel-twab 

et al performed an examination into the 

effect of some process variables on the part 

quality and process required load, they 

reported the influence of mandrel rotational 

speed, feed rate, distances between balls, 

and the balls infeed on the product surface 

roughness and hardness beside the operation 

required load. Saied et al [23] suggested a 

new combined tool has the ability of 

performing conventional spinning with wall 

thickness reduction in one pass, they 

reported that the new proposed tool is 

successful in achieving the required cup 

with wall thinning in one pass.  

The goal of this work is to design and 

manufacturing combined spinning tool. This 

tool capable of perform three different 

forming process simultaneously. these three 

processes are conventional spinning, flow 

spinning and burnishing process. as well as, 

study the influence of the process parameter 

like burnishing load, rotation speed, axial 

feed. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL WORK 
2.1. New Combined Tool:  
       The design of the tool for the proposed 

technique is shown in Figure (1). The tool 

consists of lathe chuck fitted with three 

different parts as follows:  

(1) The two rollers performing the 

conventional spinning process. The 

assembly of the two rollers are mounted on 

two opposite jaws of separate lathe chuck 

with four independent jaws. The separate 

chuck service as a tool holder. This 

assembly makes the two rollers in the same 
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level and the rollers are mounted on shafts 

with ball bearings to allow free rotation of 

the rollers to reduce friction during the 

forming process. The rollers can be moved 

inward or outward in radial direction of 

mandrel through the separate jaws of the 

chuck.  

 
 

Fig.1. The completely new combined tool. (1) The 

rollers for conventional spinning (2) The balls for 

shear spinning (3) The balls for burnishing processes.  

 

(2) The two balls which are performing the 

process of shear spinning have a diameter of 

27 mm. The balls are installed on new 

keyways in the chuck which have machined 

by milling machine. This assembly makes 

the two balls in the same level following the 

rollers level by about 10 mm. The 

Mechanism allows the balls move inside and 

outside vertically on the mandrel axis. 

 
 

Fig.2.  Schematic representation for burnishing 

housing. (1) ball 27 mm diameter (2) spring (3) pillar 

(4) lock nut (5) burnishing tool housing. 

 

(3) Two balls performing the burnishing 

process having the same diameter of shear 

balls. The two burnishing balls are mounted 

in the same way of balls of shear spinning 

process and have the same motion 

mechanism. Figures (2 and 3) show 

schematic representation for burnishing 

housing and the calibration curve for spring 

respectively. This spring used to perform the 

various burnishing loads on workpiece by 

turn the lock nut to compress the spring. 

That will lead to increases the ball load 

against the workpiece. 
 

 
Fig.3.  Spring calibration curve. 

 

2.2. Experimental Setup: 
 

 
 
Fig.4. Experimental set-up of the combined process. 

(1) Center lathe machine (2) Combined new tool (3) 

Mandrel (4) Aluminum blank (5) Load measurement 

device. 
 

       The setup of the experimental work can 

be found in Figure (4). The apparatus 

consists of new tool (2) which is attached to 

the lathe carriage in order to use automatic 

feeding of carriage, the lathe machine (1), 

The mandrel with diameter of 105 mm (3) 

which is attached to the lathe chuck, and the 
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blank (4) which is attached to the mandrel. 

The blank material was Aluminum as 

received with 155 mm diameter and the 

specimen was tested experimentally found 

to have yield strength of 66 MPa, strength 

coefficient of 141 MPa, and strain hardening 

exponent of 0.27 with 37 HV Vickers 

hardness. It can be seen from Table (1) that 

the experimental variables have been 

examined. 
Table 1. Experimental chosen parameters 

Material 
Aluminum Alloy 

6061 

Mandrel speed (rpm) 
46,76,150 and 

230 

Feed rate (mm/rev) 
0.15,0.3,0.6 and 

1.21 

Burnishing load (KN) 20,25 and 30 

Diameter of mandrel (mm) 105 

Initial blank Diameter (mm) 155 

Initial blank thickness (mm) 3 

Thickness of formed specimen 

(mm) 
1 

Balls diameter (mm) 27 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS: 

3.1. Load-Displacement Curve of The 
Process. 
        For the sake of compare the combined 

process (conventional spinning followed by 

flow forming for wall thickness reduction 

and burnishing process), a conventional 

spinning, flow forming process and 

burnishing process was performed one after 

another and the load displacement curve for 

the three process was monitored separately. 

Figure (5) shows the load displacement 

curve for conventional spinning, shear 

spinning and burnishing process in a same 

parameters of rotation speed and axial feed. 

Ever curve contains Fx, Fy and Fz. This 

mean that the load in radial, axial, tangential 

direction respectively. 

In addition, the curve (Total) shown in 

Figure (6) is the calculation of these loads 

are given by:  
 

   √  
      

     
    

 

Fig.5.  Load displacement curve for conventional spinning process, shear spinning process and burnishing process. 
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       The load displacement curve of the 

combined process is presented at Figure (6) 

for parameters of rotational speed of 150 

rpm with axial feed ratio of 0.3 mm/rev and 

25 KN of burnishing load. 

       And then, algebraic summation of the 

three processes are compared with combined 

proses on load displacement curve form (see 

Figure (7)). One can observe that the total 

load of the combined process is less than the 

total algebraic summation of the three 

following processes by about 50% which 

mean a reduction in the consumed power by 

the same ratio. The combined process also 

will greatly reduce the required time for 

producing the thin wall cup. 
 

 
Fig.6.  Load displacement curve for combined process. 

 
Fig.7. Comparison between the combined process and the algebraic summation of the three processes of conventional 

spinning, flow forming and burnishing process.  
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3.2. Effect on Maximum Total load: 
3.2.1. Effects of the Axial Feed: 
        The measured maximum forming total 

loads required for the combined process has 

been plotted versus the axial feed at 

different rotation speeds in Figure (8). It was 

found that the axial feed increasing 

decreases the maximum forming total load 

until it gets to its lowest level at the 

optimum axial feed of 0.3 (mm/rev). This 

due to the agreement between this feed and 

the deformation rate of the material. The 

forming total load arises once more with the 

increase of the axial feed over its optimum 

value. This can be attributed to the increase 

in the strain hardening of the blank material 

in the forming operation. It can also be 

observed from Figure (8) that at the rotation 

speed of 150 rpm, the maximum 

deformation load is at its minimum value 

relative to other rotation speeds. These 

results extend in the three different 

burnishing loads. 

3.2.2. Effects of the Rotation Speed: 
       The relations between rotation speed 

and maximum forming total load required 

for the proposed technique with various 

axial feeds can be found in Figure (9).  It 

was noticed that the maximum deformation 

load decreases with the increase of rotation 

speed while it come to its minimum value at 

the optimum rotation speed of 150 (rpm). 

The curve of the forming total load 

attempted to arises again with any increase 

in the rotational speed. This conclusion can 

be found under burnishing load 20, 25 and 

30 (KN). It can be also found that in 

different burnishing load the axial feed 0.3 

(mm/rev) has the lowest value compared 

with different axial feed. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Fig.8. Relationships between maximum forming load and axial feed under.  
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different rotation speeds. 

 

 
Fig.9. The relationships between maximum forming load and rotation speed with different axial feeds. 

 

 
 

Fig.10. The relationships between maximum forming load and burnishing load under different axial feeds. 
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3.2.3. Effects of The Burnishing Load: 
        The relationships between the 

burnishing load and the load required for the 

combined process are shown in Figure (10). 

It can be concluded from Figure (11) that, 

the increase in the burnishing load decreases 

the process load till 25 KN burnishing load, 

then any increase in the burnishing load 

above 25 kN increases the process load and 

this is mainly due to the increased plastic 

deformation with high burnishing loads. 

 
4. PHOTOGRAPH FOR THE SPECIMENS: 
 
     Figure (11) illustrates the photograph of 

some successful cups that produced by the 

proposed new Technique. 

Figure (12). shows the photograph of 

unsuccessful product. The defective 

products can be attributed to the high axial 

feed and disorder of toning in tool of the 

proposed technique (specimen 1 and 2). 

However, the defect observed in specimen 3 

is probably explained by high burnishing 

load. Also, specimen 4, not succeeded 

because of high rotation speed. The tearing 

defect in specimen 5 can explained by 

intense penetration of shear balls due to 

increases of vibration.  

5. CONCLUSIONS: 
 
    Under the conditions examined in the 

experimental work explained above, the 

following conclusions can be found: 

 

1. The combined new tool which has been 

designed and manufactured to perform three 

different processes (conventional spinning, 

shear spinning and burnishing process) is 

successful 

 

2. The optimum condition for forming load 

occurred at rotation speed at 150 rpm, axial 

feed 0.3 mm/rev and burnishing load 25 KN. 
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Fig.11.  Photograph of successful products. 

  

 

Fig.12. Photograph for Unsuccessful products.
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 ملية الرحو التقليدى المركبة مع عملية ترقيق الجدار وعملية الصقل فى وقت واحددراسة لع
 

الملخص العربى     

عمليةةاللعمليةةالرحو ةة لبةةةلعنةةقويلعةةشليل يةةالحي ةةمعدلرح ةةمقتخلرحمفي يةةالرحمجةةي يمالاةةةلا يةةقثلر. ةةررولرح ةة قعيالرحميمق لةةا لرحو ةة 

 ي  يعلافقحال غعولمملمال قيلرجي يمتلعلىل طققل رجعلاةلم يلفلرحيطبيلقت 

اةةةلبةةلرلرحن ةة لطليةةتليطةة دوليل يةةال يعةةييل.يرول ةة  لعمليةةقتلم يلمةةالاةةةل مةةقلرحم ةة روطل بةةةلرحو ةة لرحيللعةةي ل رحو ةة لرحل ةةةل

أيريل يعييلييك شلمشل   لمور دلطلرحمو لالر. حةىل)يللعدلجمقكالرح يرو(ل عمليالرح لد ليتلي معللبلهلرحيل يالرح يعييلب رجطال

ييك شلمشلنمةويعشلحي معةللعمليةالرحو ة لرحيللعةي لرلرحمو لةالرح ق يةاليييةمشلمةويعشلميلةقبليعشلحلليةقتلنفمليةالرحو ة لرحل ةةل رحمو لةال

قلي يةة  لعلةةةلج جةةي لر. عةويلييةةتلمةةويعشلميلةةقبليعشلأ ةةودعشلحي معةةللعمليةةالرح ةةلد لي يلةةفلمةةورتلرح ةةلدلعةةشلمةةورتلرحلةة لنق  ةة

ل لفلموري مقل لحكلحي يعيل مدلرح لدلرحمطل ب ل

 ي ويلاةةةةةةةلرحيقيلةةةةةةا(لطلرحيغليةةةةةةالرحم  ودةةةةةةال)ل230,150,76,46رحميغعةةةةةةورتلرحيةةةةةةةليةةةةةةتليورجةةةةةةي قلبةةةةةةةلجةةةةةةوعالرحةةةةةةي ورشل)

 معل ل ع يش( ل02طلل02طلل02ملتل/لحما(لطلق هلمورتلرح لدل)1.2,0.6,0.3,0.15

ي ويلاةةلرحيقيلةالطل رحيغليةالرحم  ودةالل022لىلحلل هلرالرم لحلي معدل ي تلع يلجوعالرحي ورشلع ةيلأظ وتلرح يقتجلأشلرح قحالرحم 

 معل ل ع يش لل02حمال/لمتل  مدلرح لدلنمليرولل0 2

 
  ٪ل0 2لاحىل٪ل0 2لمشلرحلبور حليومعرلرحيقفل


